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For a symmetric monoidal closed category $ satisfying
certain completeness conditions, consider a ^-category 5ϊ, a
subcategory Σ of 91 which admits a ^-calculus of left frac-
tions, and a $-monad % — {T,η, μ) on %. Suppose % is com-
patible with Σ so that a 93-monad %' is induced on %\Σ~ι\
and the canonical projection 55-functor φ: 91 —»^[[iΓ1] induces
a Φ-functor L:W-+%[Σ-ψ' on the ̂ -categories of Eilenberg-
Moore algebras. Suppose that Σ is conice and %τ has coequal-
izers. We prove that, if L preserves coequalizers (which
is true in the case where T preserves coequalizers), then L
is the canonical projection for the ^-localization of a subca-
tegory of W which admits a 55-calculus of left fractions.

In [12] (and again in [13]) we studied the question of the rela-
tionship between ^-localizations and 33-monads. The principle concern
was with the question of when the process of forming a localization
"commutes" with the process of forming the category of algebras for
a monad in the following sense: given a monad % = (T, η, μ) on a
33-category j y and a 93-localizing subcategory Σ Q Szζ, when is there
an induced monad %' on the localization Stfl'"1] whose algebras are
a localization of the category of algebras for %t In [12] we dealt
primarily with the situation in which the canonical localization functor
had a left or right adjoint. One result (Proposition 3.11) did deal
with the case in which the canonical functor Φ: % —• StfJ?"1] did not
have an adjoint. This result, however, had many complicating
hypotheses and since in many instances of localizations the canonical
functor does not have an adjoint, it is desirable to give a more
thorough examination of this case. It is for this purpose that this
paper was written.

The main result we prove is the following. Suppose 3? is cocom-
plete and finitely complete, and that any filtered colimits which exist
in 93 are such that they commute with equalizers and are preserved
by the canonical functor V: 93—>Sets. Let Σ Q SI be conice and admit
a 93-calculus of left fractions. Let X be a 93-monad on 2£ such that
ΦT(s) is an isomorphism for all seΣ. Then there is a 33-monad %'
on ^[Σ'1] and a 93-functor L: SΓ — %[Σ'ψ such that if 3Γ has coe-
qualizers which are preserved by L then S = {a e %τ | Φ U(a) is an iso-
morphism} admits a 93-calculus of left fractions and StΓ[2'-1]^SI[2'"1]Γ'.

There are many symmetric monoidal 33 which satisfy the hypo-
thesis. For example, Sets, iϋ-modules for a commutative ring R,
the category of semi-simiplicial sets and in general, any category
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which is finitarily monadic over sets with respect to a commutative
monad.

As an immediate consequence of the above result we get that
if §1 has 33-coequalizers which are preserved by % then W has coe-
qualizers which are preserved by L and so the conclusions of the
above result hold. This removes many of the complicated hypothesis
in 3.11 of [12].

In the last section of the paper we give some illustrative examples
of the main results.

Throughout we assume that 33 is a symmetric monoidal closed
category. We also assume that the reader is familiar with the
theory of 33-monads. (See [12] or [3].)

1* Main results* We begin by recalling some definitions from
the theory of 33-localizations. Let St be a 33-category and Σ £ 3t0

any subcategory of SX0 with the same objects as St. By a 33-localization
of J ^ with respect to Σ we mean a 33-category S([2r~1] together with
a 33-f unctor Φ: SI—•2C[2'~1] such that Φ(s) is an isomorphism for all
seΣ and if F: St —>35 is a S3-functor such that F(s) is an isomorphism
for all seΣ then there exists a unique SS-f unctor F: %[Σ~λ] —* 35 such
that FΦ = F. We shall take Φ to be the identity on objects. If
SφΓ"1] exists for Σ we say that Σ is 33-localizable.

If Σ £ 2t0 is 33-localizable we call it 33-well-localizable if for every
pair of 33-functors F, G: %[Σ~λ] —* 35, the correspondence a~+aΦ is
one-one and onto between 33-natural transformations a from F to G
and 33-natural transformations from FΦ to GΦ. It can be shown
that if 33 has pullbacks then any 33-localization is 33-well-localizable.

Let Σ £ SCo be a subcategory and let A be an object of St. The
category A/Σ is the category with objects s: A—>B, s e Σ. A morphism
from s: A—>B to s': A—*c is a morphism f:B—>C in A such that

A
s/ \ * '

/ f \

commutes. Let ζH: A/Σ—>2C be the obvious projection. Then Σ is
said to admit a 33-calculus of left fractions if Σ is 33-localizable and
for all A, B,

St[J-TO A) - lim (A/^ — A

Now let ^ " = (Γ, ^, ^) be a 33-monad on §1 and suppose that Σ £ 2t0

is 33-localizable. We say that X is compatible with J if ΦT(s) is an
isomorphism for all seΣ. It is easy to show that T is compatible
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with Σ if and only if there exists a 33-monad X' on Jzf\Σ~γ\ such
that ΦT = T'Φ.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let Σ £ 2t0 be %$-well-localizable and let Z =
(T, f], μ) be compatible with Σ and let %' be the induced monad on
%[Σ~% Then there exists a ^-functor L: W — ^L[Σ'ψ (3Γ is the
category of algebras over the monad) such that

1. LF = F'Φ (F is the free functor F: &->SΓ)
2. U'L = Φ U (U is the underlying functor U: J^τ -> Jx?)
3. L preserves ^-coequalizers of U split pairs (see [7])
4. // M:W —*33 is α functor which preserves coequalizers of U

split pairs, where B has %-coequalizers of reflexive pairs, and which
inverts the morphisms inverted by L, then there exists a unique 33-
functor of M: ̂ [Σ^Y' —>95 with ML ^ M (unique up to equivalence).

Proof. The existence of L follows from the well-known properties
about lifting of functors to the algebra category (see [3]). In par-
ticular we define the following action σ of T on ΦUτσ: T'ΦU= ΦTU =

ΦUFU—+ ΦU. One checks that this is an action. Hence L(A, σ) =
{ΦA, ΦUε). Note LF(A) = L(TA, μA) - (ΦTA, ΦUε) = {T'ΦA, μf) =
F'Φ{A).

If A zX B —* C is a coequalizer diagram which is [/-split then since
U'L - ΦU applying U'L to the diagram gives a U' split coequalizer.
Since U' reflects coequalizers of U' split pairs, L applied to the
diagram gives a coequalizer.

To finish the proof of Proposition 1.1 we need the following general
lemma. The proof is an easy consequence of some work of Street
[11] so we omit it (see also [9]).

LEMMA. Let @x = (Slf rj19 μx) and @2 = (SZf η29 μ2) be $8-monads
on ^-categories % and S3 respectively, and let H:%-^^& be a 33-
functor. If 3SS2 has %$-coequalizers of reflexive pairs (relative to U2)
then there exists a one-one correspondence (up to natural equivalence
of functors) between funcsors H':%Sl-^W2 such that H'F1 — F2H
and which preserve coequalizers of U^split pairs and natural
transformations λ: HSX--*S2H satisfying (i) μ2H S2X XS1 = XΉμ1 and
(ii) λ jffft = Ύ]2H.

The above lemma is utilized in the following way. First we
note that since LF = F'Φ, if s 6 Σ then F(s) is inverted by L. Con-
sequently, MF(s) is an isomorphism for all s e Σ. So there exists
a unique S3-functor N: StfiT1] -* S3 such that NΦ = MF. Now define
X:NT'~+N to be the natural transformation corresponding to Me
F: NT'Φ - NΦT = MFT-+MF = NΦ. It is easily checked that λ
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satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of the lemma relative to the monads
2/ on StJJ"1] and the identity on 33. So there exists a unique
M: %[Σ-ιγf -> 33 with MF' = N. Now MLF' = MF'Φ = NΦ = MF.
Since both ML and M preserve coequalizers of U split pairs and
MLF = MF, by the lemma we have ML w M.

Before we prove our main result we recall a result from [14].
A subcategory Σ of Eo containing the identities of (£0 is conice (Almkvist
[1, p. 451]) if, for every object 4 e K , there is a set of objects ^~A

such that, for every s: A—>C in Σ, there exists u:C—>D with ΰ e
and ^ - S G I 7 .

LEMMA 1.2. Let 33 δβ cocomplete with finite limits such that
V: 33 —> Sets commutes with filtered colimits and filtered colimits
commute with equalizers in 33. Let & be a ^-category and i £ £ 0

be conice such that C/Σ is filtered for all C. Then Σ admits a
%-calculus of left fractions iff there exists a ^-category 33 and a
%$-functor L:C-+B such that:

(1) L(s) is an isomorphism for each s e l ;
(2) L is the identity on objects;

( 3 ) For every A, B e S3, S3(A, B) = lims/Γ S(A, QB) with univer-

sal natural transformation given by ψfB — 33(A I^s)"1)'!/^ where

B-^EeB/Σ.

Furthermore in this case

Proof. See [14].

The following theorem improves 3.11 in [12].

THEOREM 1.3. Let 33 be cocomplete with finite limits such that
V:V -+ Sets commutes with filtered colimits and filtered colimits
commute with equalizers in S3. Let Σ Q 2t0 be conice such that Σ,
admits a %$-calculus of left fractions. Let £ = (T, η, μ) be compatible
with Σ. Let L: §Γ -+ %[Σ-ψf be the functor of 1.1. If 3Γ has coe-
qualizers which are preserved by L, then Σ = {a e §F | Φ U(a) is an
isomorphism} admits a ^-calculus of left fractions and W[Σ~ι] ^

Proof. v We verify the conditions of Lemma 1.2. First we note
that we can assume that Σ is saturated, i.e., if Φ(s) is an isomorphism
then seΣ. For if we take the saturation Σφ of Σ, then A/Σ is a final
subcategory of A/Σφ (see [10]), and thus the same conditions hold.

Now we show that Σ is conice. Let (A, σ)e3Γ let De(SA and
let s:A-+D be in Σ. Let @? = {(/, g)\f-T(s) - g s-σ, geΣ and
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codomain Dg of g in %A). The nonemptiness @f is assured since Σ
admits a Sets-calculus of left fractions and T(s) e Σ. Furthermore
@f is a set since %A forms a set. For (/, g) e @s form the following
"commutative" diagram in Aτ

(T2A, μTA) l - U (ΓD, μD)

T{σ)\\ μA T(f)

(TA, μA)
 T(9S) > (TDU μDg)

Taking coequalizers yields an object ψ'f,g) — (Dζ, ζ) and a morphism
lg:(A, σ)-+φ8

{ftg). Note that lgeΣ since L preserves coequalizers
and LT\s), LT(gs) are isomorphisms. Let ^Ώ be the union over all
s: A — D in Σ oί the sets {φ {f,g)(f, g) e @f}. Finally set § = U^e^ §z>.
This is clearly a set.

For any t: {A, σ) —* (I?, τ) in Σ, there exists J9 6 %A and a morphism
g: B-+ D with #£ eI 7 . Then there exists seΣ with codomain Ds e%A9

and % with uT(g) = sgt. Then uT(gt) = s ^ <7. So ( ,̂ s)e@£f and

by the construction above there exists a map (B, τ) > ΨtC) such
that ω-teΣ. So J is conice.

Now we show that (A, σ)/Σ is filtered for each (A, σ). It suffices
to show that the usual conditions of a calculus of left fractions hold
in Σ (see [1] or [6]). The coequalizers condition is clear since %τ

has coequalizers which are preserved by L. So we need to show
that if

(A, σ)-U(B,τ)

A
(C,δ)

is a diagram in §Γ with t e § then there exists s, m with s e Σ such
that sf = mt.

Since J? admits a calculus of left fractions there is u, I with
ueΣ u:C—>D such that uf = It. Then there exists u'\ D—+D' and
#: TD-+D' such that '̂w5 = g T(u). Now T(t)eΣ and g-Tl-T(t) =
ίlf Γ(ί<) = flr Γ(%) Γ(/) - u'^S Γ(/) - %'%• /σ - uΊtσ = u'lτT{t). So
there is ω: D' -+E with ω e J and ω gTl — ωu'lτ. Note that if we
apply Φ, we get a commutative diagram Φ(u)Φ(f) = Φ(l)Φ(t). Since
ΦA, ΦB and ΦC all have S'-algebra structures given by Φ(σ)Φ(τ) and
Φ(δ) respectively, and, Φ(w) is an isomorphism ΦD has a ^'-algebra
structure given by Φ^Φ^Tiu)"1 such that Φ(u) and Φ(i) are algebra
maps. The following equation holds in %[Σ~ι]\ Φ{u)Φ{S)Tvrx =
Φ{u'YιΦ{g).

Consider the following diagram in 2tΓ
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' // Ί _______v (T2 Π // \ 4. ίΠΓ2Ώ ιι \
, /iΓ(7j > \1 D, μD) < (1 15, ^ β j

-(TB,

Taking coequalizers yields a S-algebra (Er, 7) and morphisms a: (C, δ)—>
(£", T) and /3: (5, r) — (£", 7) with a in I . Then there exists an
isomorphism h: (ΦD, Φ(u)Φ(7)ΦT(u)'1 = ε)—>L(E', 7) such that fe Φ(^) =

and h-Φ(l) = L(β). For consider the following diagram in

W ) Ld

L(TW, μD) = = Z Z Z : L(Γ^, μE) - Λ L(^', 7)
T'φ(ωu')

^ ) - ^ (A ε)

Since L preserves coequalizers and T'Φ(ωu') is an isomorphism we get
an isomorphism h: (D, ε)—>L(E\ 7) such that he = Ld-T'Φ(ωu'). The
equations AΦ(u) = L(α) and h-Φ(l) — L(βt) are easily checked.

Consequently we have L(af) = L(βt). Hence the coequalizer m
of af and βt lies in Σ. So mα/ = mβt and mα e J .

Now let (A, σ) e SΓ; then Ό induces a functor UA: (A, σ)/Σ -+ A/Σ.
This functor has a left adjoint FA: A/Σ —• (A, σ)/Γ defined as follows.

Let A > B e A/Σ. Consider the diagram

( T 2 Λ μA) Z==X (TA, μA) -^-> (A, σ)
I

) \TσT(s)\ \F
A(\

(TB,

where GB is the coequalizer of T(s) μ and T(s) T(σ). Then there
exists a unique ^ ( s ) : (A, σ)-+{B, b) such that FA(s)-σ = GB*T(s).
Apply L to diagram. Since L preserves coequalizers we get that
Lσ is the coequalizer of Lμ and LTσ, and LG ΰ is the coequalizer of
LT(s) Lμ and Z/T(s) LTσ. But LT(s) is an isomorphism since U'LT(s) =
Φ UT(s) and LT(s) is an isomorphism. Hence LFA(s) is an isomorphism
and FA(s) e J . I t is clear how F A is made into a functor.

The unit of the adjunction is defined as follows: Let A > B

be in Σ/A. Then we set Aη{B) = B -^-> TB — B. Now GB-ηB s =
GB T(s)-yA = FA(s)-σ Ύ)A = ^ ( β ) . So ^ w is a map in A/Σ.

The counit ε̂ is defined as follows: Let t: (A, σ) —> (B, r) be in
(A, o*)/ .̂ Then the following commutes
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\T(t) \t

(TB, μB) - U (B, τ)

Hence there exists a unique Ae(B, z): FAUA(B,τ) = (B, 6)->(β, τ) such
that Aε-GB = r and ε̂ ^ ( r ) = ί.

It is easily checked that the adjunction equations hold. And so
UA H FA. As a consequence we get that UA is a final functor.

Now since (A, σ)/Σ — ^ A/i? is a final functor we have

Sίtl^KC, A) = lim 2I(C, QA) - Km 3I(C, Q ^ - ) .
All U,o)IΣ

a
Let (A, σ) > (J5, τ) be in Σ; then the following diagram commutes

3F((C, S), (J3, τ)) i 3t(C, B) = = : 2t( TC, B)

ϊ), L(Λ <J)) > a[ J " 1 ] ^ , A) n z

where the ^'s a r e defined in Lemma 1.2. Hence taking colimits
over (A, σ)/Σ yields limu,σ ) / J- 2Γ((C, S), Qu>σ>)- = SI[2r-1]z"(L(Cf α), I^A, σ))
since filtered limits commute with equalizers.

Hence if we let & be the category whose objects are those of
SΓ and such that ^T((A, σ), (B, τ)) - %[Σ-ί]T\L(A} σ), L(B, τ)) we get
by the lemma that & = W[Σ~ι) and that Σ admits a 25-calculus of
left fractions.

To show that W[Σ~ι\ ^ %[Σ~ι\τ> we need only show that each
%' algebra (A, σ) is isomorphic to L{A, a) for some ^-algebra (A, σ).

Now σ = s~ιa: TA -> A where TA — ^ C ̂ — A. Let the following
diagram in 3Γ

(T2A, jeij = = = $ (ΓC, /ισ) i (A, α)

be a coequalizer. Applying L gives the following coequalizer diagram
in %[Σ"ι\τt

(T2A, μ'A) -=•=$ (TΦc, μ[) - Λ L(A, α) .

It is clear then that (A, σ) ** (A, a).

COROLLARY 1.4. Let 93 be as in 1.3. // SC feαs %$-coequalizers
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which are preserved by T and Σ admits a ^-calculus of left fractions
then Σ admits a ^-calculus of left fractions and %τ[Σ~ι\ ?

Proof. In this case L is easily seen to preserve coequalizers
since U' reflects coequalizers.

REMARK. In certain situations it is possible to eliminate the
hypothesis that Σ be conice in Theorem 1.3. The place where this
is used is in verifying that %[Σ~ι\τ\L(C, δ), L(A, σ)) is the proper
direct limit. In the case 93 = Sets or 33 = Abelian groups, for example,
a functor Φ:(£~->35 is a left fractional category of (£ with respect to
Σ if: (i) Φ(s) is an isomorphism for all s in Σ; (ii) every morphism
/ in 35 can be written as / = Φis^Φig) for s e Σ; and (iii) Φ(f) =
Φ(g) if and only if there is an seΣ such that sf = sg ([1], [6]). So
in the situation of 1.3 with 33 = Sets or Abelian groups we need to
verify condition (ii) for the functor L: §Γ ~-> 33. Let f:L(A,σ)->

L(B, τ) be a morphism. Then U\f) = Φ(s)~ιφ(a) where A -5U C <-^— B.
Since s is an isomorphism ΦC has a S'-algebra structure given by a —
Φ(s)'Φ(τ)Φ(Ts)~1 for which both Φ(a) and Φ(s) are S'-algebra maps.
First we note that since Σ admits a calculus of left fractions there
exists s':C-»G and e:TC-+C with s'eΣ and s'sτ = eTs. Conse-
quently Φ(s)Φ(τ)Φ(Ts)~1 = Φ(s')~ιΦ(e). Now since Φ(a) is an algebra
map Φ(a)-Φ(σ) = Φ(s')~ίΦ(e)Φ(T(a)). Now consider the following dia-
gram in 2Γ

T(a) T<?

(T2A, μTA) — (Γ2C, μC) < (ΓB, μTE)

This diagram "commutes." Taking coequalizers in §Γ gives maps

(A, σ) -^-+ (C, a) ^— (B, τ). Applying L gives

in SI^"1]2". Now Ls is an isomorphism since L preserves coequalizers,
and LT2s and LT(ts's) are isomorphisms. Now one verifies that
/ = Ls-' La.

2. Examples* In this section we present some examples of the
results in §1. In the following, when we refer to the dual of a
result we mean to dualize categories, functors, etc. over 33 and not
33 itself, just as in ordinary set-based categories when one dualizes
a statement one does not also dualize the base category sets.
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2.1. Let S3 be any symmetric monoidal closed category which
satisfies the conditions of 1.3 and such that 1 is terminal (e.g., Cat
or Sets). Let A be any S3-category with finite S3-colimits. Let D be
a fixed object of SI. Then we can form the S3-monad X = (— JL D, η,μ)
where (— JL D)A = A JL D; ?]{A) is the canonical map into the coproduct
and μ(A): (AMD)1LD—>AM_D is A JL F where V is the codiagonal.
The category of algebras for T is the S3-category of objects under D.
For any Σ £ 2t which admits a S3-calculus of left fractions we have
that T is compatible with Σ since if Φ: 2t -—̂  2t | ̂ 7~x | is the canonical
functor, Φ will preserve finite coproducts. So if / e Σ, Φ(f JL D) =
Φf JL ΦD is an isomorphism. Since — JL D preserves S3-coequalizers
we have that 1.4 applies to any conice Σ admitting a S3-calculus of
left fractions. In this case the induced monad V on Slfl7"1] is — JL ΦD
and %[Σ~ι]τ' is the S3-category of objects under D.

Dually, one could consider a S3 category SI with finite limits and
for a fixed object JDe2ί form the 33-comonad ® = ( — xD, e, δ) where
(~xD)A — A x D; ε is the projection onto the first factor; and δA:
A x D —• (A x D) x D is A x J. The category of coalgebras is the
SS-category of objects over D. Then, for any Σ £ 2t which admits
a 33-calculus of right fractions and is nice, G will be compatible with
Σ and the dual of 1.4 applies.

2.2 Let S3 be the category of abelian groups. Then S3 satisfies
the conditions of 1.3. Let SI be any abelian category. A nonempty
class (£ of objects of SI is called a Serre class if for every exact
sequence 0->A-+J3->C-*0, A, CeK if and only if JBG©. If Σc is
the class of all morphisms with kernel and cokernel in (£, then it is
well-known that Σc admits a S3-calculus of left and right fractions.
For any 33-monad Z = (Γ, η, μ) on SI such that T is exact and T(C) e (£
for all C e © we have that T is compatible with Σ. Consequently
1.4 applies. So Σc admits a calculus of left fractions and SFfΓ"1] ρ&

For some explicit examples, let SI be the category of abelian
groups. Let R be a ring with 1 and let % = ( — (x) R, rj1 μ) where
ΎjA\ A ~+ A (g) R is defined by ηA{a) = α (x) 1 and μA: (A (g) i2) (g) jβ —>
-A (g) JK is defined by μA((a (g) rέ) ® r2) = α (x) (ri ^ ) . Then ϊ is a S3-
monad whose algebras are the i?-modules. Suppose that R is torsion-
free as an abelian group. Then T — — ®R is exact. So for any class
& such that C (x) Re& for all C e & will satisfy the property that
T is compatible with Σc. This the the case, for example, if (E is
the class of finitely generated groups and R is a ring whose underlying
group is finitely generated and torsion-free; or if © is the class of
groups C such that Card (C) <; ^« for some fixed infinite cardinal
V$α and it? a ring whose underlying group is torsion-free and such
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that C a r d i ί ^ ^ α ; or, if <& is any complete class (i.e., Ce(£ and
Ae% imply C ® A e K ) and R any ring (see [12] for proof that
— (x)12 is compatible with Σ).

2.3. Let 93 be a symmetric monidal category which satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 1.3. Let §1 be a V-category which has V-
coequalizesr. Let X = (T, η, μ) be an idempotent 93-monad on St.
Now since the algebras for % are a 33-full reflective subcategory,
we have that %τ has 33-coequalizers. Now if Σ admits a ^calculus
of left fractions (and is conice) and T is compatible with Σ then the
conditions of Theorem 1.3 will be satisfied.

For further remarks about this example see [13].

2.4. Let 93 be the category of abelian groups. Let R be a
commutative integral domain with unit and let 2ί be the category
of iϋ-modules. Let a:R~+S be a ring homomorphism where S is a
ring with unit which is finitely generated as an lϋ-module and such
that the image of a lies in the center of S. Let © = (Hom^ (S, —), ε, δ)
be the comonad defined by Hom^S, — )(A) = ΈLomB(S, A); εA: ΈίomR(S, A)—*
A is defined by εA(f) = f(l); and δA:Ή.omR(S,A)-+Ή.omR(S,lIomR(S,A))
is defined by δAif^sXsJ = /(ssj. The category of coalgebras is the
category of S-modules.

Now let Σ be the essential monomorphisms in i2-mod. Then
i2-mod [Σ"1] is the spectral category of i?-mod denoted by Spec R
([5]). Furthermore G is compatible with Σ. For if i:N—+M is an
essential monomorphism we must show that if h: S-*M is an R-
homomorphism then there is an r e R, r Φ 0 such that rh factors
through i. But this is clear since i is essential and S is finitely
generated as an iϋ-module. Consequently the dual of 1.4 applies.
Hence Σ admits a calculus of right fractions and S-modίJ" 1 ]^
(SpecJS)^ where (Spec 12)̂  is the category of coalgebras over G'.
Since Σ consists of all those S-morphisms which when considered as
i2-homomorphisms are essential monomorphisms we have that Σ is
contained in the collection of essential monomorphisms of S-mod.
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